
GRILLE TO DUCT CONNECTOR

RAPID RESPONSE

The easy to install Rapid Response grille to duct 
connector is designed to fit one of our stylish and 
modern 8” Rapid Response Grilles. The grille to duct 
connector is suited for ducted systems using an  
in-line, roof, or external wall mounted fan. These grilles 
are quick to remove, making them easy to clean.

//  High strength swing  clips make  installation easy. 

//   Can be retrofitted  into a standard 8”  (250mm)  

round cut out. 

//   Designed to fit our  range of 8” Rapid  Response Grilles.  

//   Suitable for  150mm ducting. 
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TYPICAL IN-LINE INSTALLATION

Flexible Duct
(Duct150-6M)

In-Line Fan
(TD-500/150SIL)

Flexible Duct
(DUCT150-6M)

Rapid Response 
Internal Grille  

(RESPG8-SQWH-LED)

Grille to Duct Connector
(RESP8-DCON)

External 
Grille

(EPFL150)Ezifit Thru Roof
ECE152M

Flexible Duct
(DUCT150-6M)

Grille to Duct Connector
(DUCT150-6M)

Rapid Response Internal Grille
(RESPG8-SQWH-LED)

TYPICAL THRU  
ROOF INSTALLATION
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GRILLES WITH LED LIGHT

COMPATIBLE WITH

STANDARD GRILLES

TD SILENT IN-LINE FANS EZIFIT THRU ROOF
Available in metal/deck and tile 
roof versions, the Ezifit Thru Roof 
exhaust air fans are easy to install 
and provide powerful air flow with 
low noise output. 

8” Round Grille with LED Light 
(RESPG8-RNWH-LED)

8” Square Grille with LED Light
(RESPG8-SQWH-LED)

8” Round Grille 
(RESPG8-RNWH)

8” Square Grille 
(RESPG8-SQWH)

The Silent Series of in-line mixed-flow 
fans incorporates a number of new 
technologies that make them the 
quietest fan in its class. This high 
performance fan is ideal for 
noise sensitive areas such 
as apartments, hotels and 
offices where rooms are 
often close together.

MINITUBE IN-LINE FANS PROVENT IN-LINE FANS
The Minitube Series of duct 
mounted axial fans is suitable 
for exhausting or supplying air 
in domestic and commercial 
applications such as 
bathrooms, toilets, 
ensuites and apartments.

The high performance ProVent 
fans feature a compact design 
that makes them suitable for 
applications where space is 
limited. Their mixed-flow 
impeller provides powerful 
air flow making them suitable 
for homes, apartments and 
commercial buildings.

MTP132

TD-500/150SIL

ECE152M

RIL-150SW
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